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Record from a desktop or laptop computer. 
Through a search and playback web interface, 
access your recordings anytime and anywhere.

Stay focus on the meeting, 
not on taking notes.

Take notes during and after the recordings to 
add comments or references and quickly 

identify speakers and events.

Produced a complete minute report thanks to 
docket of the day integration.

Increase your mobility

Annotate at anytime

Improve your accuracy

Stay focus

Should your courtroom be fixed or mobile, Voxlog Unique 
is your solution. Compact while keeping its reliability and 
security assets, Voxlog Unique offers you an all-in-one 
solution. This product includes the Voxlog Client, Voxlog 
Server and Voxlog Copy software which are all available 
from a single computer.
 
From audio capture to archiving, through playing and 
copying; Voxlog Unique offers you a lot of benefits. Voxlog 
Unique is easy to install as well as manage and includes the 
database for case file administration. 

Going on the road and being able to capture hearings, no 
matter where you are, that's the great advantage of Voxlog 
Unique.

AUDIO RECORDING AND 
ASSOCIATED DATA CAPTURE
SOFTWARE FOR HEARINGS

Document your decisions
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VOXLOG UNIQUE
CONFIGURATION 

Database

Fallback in case of fault functioning

Transactions audit trail

          Consultation – listening

          Confidentiality changes

          Exportation (burning)

          Metadata modification 

          (annotations)

Security

MS SQL 2008 Express local support

Better recovery capacity

Easy management

Record, search and playback

Files local copy solution

2 or 4 channel recording

Docket of the day integration 

Windows 7 and 8 Support

System

TECHNICAL 
IMPROVEMENTS
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Enables the complete audio capture of a hearing or 

meeting and the association of information such as the 

roll for hearing data and the annotations. 

Record, search and listen

Numerous alarm and restriction levels

Enables audio capture in a fixed room or on the road

Easy to use, complete and accurate: Requires minimal 

training

Foot pedal support

Digital copying including annotations of hearings and 

meetings for your internal and external customers.

Make complete or partial copies

Replay software included

Invoicing module

Allows copying on CD/DVD, USB or other digital 

formats

Enables a secure, stable and reliable communication 

between Voxlog Client, Voxlog Client Lite, Voxlog Copy 

and the database (DB) where the data is stored.

Secures all authentication and information search

Simple approach; licenses can be replaced or moved

Numerous databases supported
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SOFTWARE INCLUDED
IN VOXLOG UNIQUE
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